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BRIGHT – integrated, enlightened,
holistic, energy efficiency
Bright is an innovative energy efficiency programme designed to reduce
the energy expenditure and improve the carbon footprint of real estate
assets across the world.
Bright has been created thanks to the accumulated
wealth of knowledge of the team at Sonae Sierra.
Having found no single tool available that offered
the sophisticated solution Sonae Sierra needed,
our specialized team developed their own.
What makes Bright so different is that it takes a
holistic approach, looking at every aspect of a real
estate asset operations - from building and energy
systems, to the behaviour of the people using it and
region-specific factors. By examining real data the
model facilitates maximum return on investment,
both on an environmental and financial level.

Offered as a complete turn-key service, or available
as several standalone services, the programme
is delivered in five distinct phases. It begins with
an assessment and modelling of current energy
use, followed by the delivery of recommendations
for improvements and the benefits they would
bring. Tracking installation, comprehensive
monitoring and energy management solutions
ensure measures continue to perform at their
optimal level.
From transforming the green credentials of
global real estate, to generating financial savings
in both the short and long term, your future
looks Bright.

The BRIGHT Model – A Brighter model of energy efficiency
1. PORTFOLIO ANALYSIS & BENCHMARKING
Casting a light over current energy use
Energy use varies significantly between real estate assets. This is due to factors
including energy systems, infrastructure, layout, design, operations, climate
and weather. By calculating and evaluating expected energy usage with the real
energy use and also comparing sites within a portfolio, valuable data is gained that
can be used to inform and shape decision-making.

2. SPECIALIZED AUDIT & RECOMMENDATIONS
Going under the spotlight
Knowing how energy is being used is key to understanding where changes could be made
for the greatest benefit. Specialized energy audits offer a detailed review of energy
use, from equipment and control systems, to processes and management practices.
Recommendations are then made for ways to improve energy usage, with each assessment
further enhanced thanks to Bright’s state-of-the-art building modelling tool.

3. TECHNICAL SUPPORT & DELIVERY
Green light for change
The first-class delivery and installation of energy efficiency upgrades are achieved
through the compilation of detailed specifications, designed to facilitate procurement
of the best solutions. Our technical expertise enables the smooth implementation of
measures, while ensuring the achievement of the savings and benefits detailed in the
specialized audit.
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5. ENERGY MANAGEMENT
Powering on
Enabling the early detection of inefficiencies and alerting teams so they
can be quickly rectified is a key objective of this service. Based on the
performance monitoring, an innovative method was developed, leading to a
quick detection of inefficiencies, minimizing the effort from staff and false
alarms. The system offers protection for any investment made by maximising
savings, facilitating reduction in drops in output therefore optimising
operations of each real estate asset.

4. PERFORMANCE MONITORING
Staying switched on
The ability to track energy use and the performance of energy efficiency
measures on an ongoing basis forms a vital part of the Bright programme.
This is done by ensuring that meters are optimally located and configured,
connected to an Energy Monitoring Application collecting real-time quality
consumption data from across the asset. The solution is even more targeted
when fine-tuning of key systems is made, ensuring that maximum efficiency is
embraced. All knowledge is detailed in an on-line user’s manual, ensuring that
staff keep the information at their fingertips to manage energy efficiently.

17% reduction
in total electricity consumption at
Le Terrazze shopping centre following
the Bright programme, representing
€71,000 in annual savings

LE TERRAZZE
LA SPEZIA, ITALY
GLA - 38,483 m²
SHOPS - 102
OPENING DATE - MARCH 2002

About us

With over 25 years’
experience in developing,
investing and managing
retail real estate across
four different continents,
at Sonae Sierra we have
unrivalled expertise and
an enviable track record
of success behind us.
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Our Impact*
ENERGY USE

46% reduction

in electricity consumption since 2002
COSTS

€23 million

The sustainability and environmental
credentials of our real estate assets,
and those of our clients, is of the
utmost importance to us and we have
long been committed to looking at
ways to reduce energy use and
improve efficiency.
Our sustainability strategy
and approach to sustainability
management, governance and
reporting is something we are very
committed to, earning us a strong
reputation and various awards.

cost avoided in 2016 as a result of energy,
water and waste efficiency measures
implemented over the last 14 years
CARBON EMISSIONS

CO²

85% reduction
of carbon intensity compared to
2005 baseline
* as of December 2016

Introducing Dive
Dive initiative estimates each shopping
centre’s water needs by taking into account
factors such as local climate, usage patterns,
equipment efficiency, landscape characteristics,
occupancy and visitor numbers.
The tool allows for enhanced water management
by identifying the least efficient systems and
operational routines for individual assets. It
then estimates the expected environmental
and financial benefits of changing water systems
and operational routines to be more efficient.
Dive identifies quick wins, medium-term
and longer-term investments which could be
taken to improve water management further.
For example, LeiriaShopping installed tap aerators
after checking the potential savings calculated by
Dive. The upfront investment was only €85, and
annual savings were estimated at 3,300m3 of water
and €1,606 in operational costs. With a payback of
only ten days, this is a good example of how
Dive has benefitted Sonae Sierra.

sonaesierra.com
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